Watch Me Now (London)
I went to London with SIN Cru to an event called Ealing Take Over and James
the Robot was leading the trip. He was very nice and friendly with us. In
London, we went to an exhibition of skateboard tricks. There were many skaters
and they performed incredibly and did very good tricks. I liked the trip a lot
and it was really fun because the tricks were amazing, I went to a different
place, I met new people, and I saw new artists performing their routines. Reece
was one of the other people who went to the event and his opinion was: “I found
it fun and it was interesting to see other people show their skills.”
The ramp where the skaters did the tricks.
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also saw a track cycling competition, it consist in that two persons are in two
opposite sides and they start to chase each other in opposite directions until one
of them catch the other, I liked it too because I enjoy cycling competitions and it
was exciting.
In the streets around the world, some people dance to entertain people, some of
them are b-boys, this type of dance is a style of street dance that I enjoy doing it
and I’ve started practicing b-boying this year (2015).

Twista. SIN Cru member.
I found the pictures in the SIN Cru Instagram (sin_cru).

Soopa Nudlle. SIN Cru member.

James the Robot. SIN Cru member.

Finally we did a b-boy workshop led by James the Robot, we practiced the
basics steps, for example: the top rocks. In the workshop some children from
the event joined us, I could see the excitement in their face. The workshop was
really helpful because it worked as a source of motivation, of improving of my
skills and for continuing learning more about it, also it makes me feel eager to
learn more steps and it makes me more confident in the time of using my
movements.
My train ticket to London.

The b-boy workshop.
I

have shared this review with my friends in Venezuela via Whatsapp and here are
some oh their opinion:

In English: that’s fun, I like it.

In English: that’s cool, I found it
very interesting, it is good.

